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Dear Staff, students and well wishers of Vidyajyoti

At the beginning of Vidyajyoti Academic year 2018-2019, I 
was in Bilbao, Spain (July 8-12, 2018) attending a conference 
organized by the International Association of Jesuit 
Universities (IAJU), the Society of Jesus' official higher 

theducation network. On 9  July 2018, I did remember you all 
as we were celebrating the Holy Eucharist at Blessed Francis 
Garate Gothic Chapel, University of Deusto, along with 300 Jesuits and lay 
collaborators. I express my gratitude to Fr. Tony Raj SJ, the Registrar of the 
College, who shouldered the responsibility of the smooth functioning of the 

inaugural day proceedings. I 
t hank  h i s  Grace  B i shop 
Theodore Mascarenhas, the 
Secretary General of CBCI for 
invoking God's blessings upon 
the staff and students. 

Dear friends, I would like to 
place before you our interactive 
reflections with Father Arturo 
Sosa, SJ, Superior General of 
the Society of Jesus. He met the 

principals/presidents of English speaking theology faculties who were engaged with the sub-theme “Global 
Theology Initiative”. We placed before Fr. General three questions and sought his guidance. His reflections 
provide food for our theologizing process.

Fr. General's Response to Global Theology Initiative: As you well know, I am not a theologian myself, but I try 
to live inspired by faith, by the faith of the Church. I will share with you ex abundantia cordis not from a theoretical 
reflection. Therefore, I can perceive the importance of this initiative. What you are doing to strength a 
collaborative way of networking is very important:

 - as the world and its problems get more complex
- focusing on the need for more cooperation and 

collaboration among like-minded institutions and 
personnel

- taking advantage of technological advances.
- As the gospel of Luke (16:8) says: why should “the 

children of this age” be “more shrewd in dealing with 
their own generation” than “the children of light”?

- we who are dedicated to the mission of the Church, 
the mission Dei, should be able to come together, and 
work with a singleness of mind and means
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Q: How do we prepare men and women who have 
theological and cultural sophistication for the 
global mission of the Church today?

-  We prepare men and women to be sent to collaborate 
in God´s mission of reconciling all things in Christ.
- Theology should help us to grow in the depth 
spirituality. 

· Try to understand the richness and complexity 
of people´s faith in so different cultural 
contexts.

· Ability to discern the signs of times, where 
and how is the Spirit working.

· A pastoral approach to others and a pastoral 
way of thinking. Ministers of mercy not of 
sacrifices. 

-  They need more habits of thought than content. Their 
preparation should be focused on learning to think, 
specially how to think theologically.
-  Familiarity with the Scriptures, with the word of 
God. 

Q: After the identification of the Universal 
Apostolic Preferences (UAP), what roles would 
you expect our Jesuit theological centers to play 
in the implementation?

-  The UAP will be the fruit of a discernment of the 
entire apostolic body of the Society of Jesus and a 
mission given by Pope Francis.

· The link between discernment and apostolic 
planning is not automatic. 

· Need to be done… so we really do apostolic 
planning not only planning.

· We do not want to be only dreamers or only 
managers. We want to be sent as companions 
to a mission of reconciliation and justice.

-  We will need a lot of creativity to make the change. 
· Creativity in the way we understand what is 

behind them.
· Creativity to prepare men and women, Jesuits 

and partners in mission to find the sense of 
their life and mission on them.

Q: As theological centers that are part of the mission for higher education, what would be the role of 
theology as a partner in interdisciplinary dialogue?  

-  A big challenge for the mission for higher education is to think together. 
·   More than an exchange of different views or an interdisciplinary dialogue we need to learn how to think 

together
·     Tension between specialization and an integral thought. We need both.
·    We should not only be intellectuals, good thinkers, but also apostles, witnesses and preachers of Good News. 

-  The 3-fold mission of our theological faculties as part of the higher education mission:
· Theological formation of our young Jesuits, preparing for mission as Priests and Brothers
· Theological reflection and research on contemporary concerns, to help both the Church hierarchy and the 

faithful understand the signs of the times
· Service to the Universal and Local Church, through both theological instruction (of those who come to our 

centers for training) and theological reflection

-  You, yourselves, recognize this as you identified some of the key issues in your prospectus – e.g. when you talk about 
“migration, environmental justice, dialogue among religious communities, income inequality, women's 
development, globalization and human health and well-being.”
· How do we reflect on these and teach others to do so?
· How does the faith illuminate?
· Are our professors and students equipped with the methods, means/instruments to face other problems that 

they might encounter in their future ministries, works, contexts?

-  I would add to this list the important themes of how to understand and respond to issues of 
· Secularization, 
· the different types of fundamentalism, 
· and reconciliation (in a world of anger).

-  Then there is the matter of INTERCULTURALITY – understanding it better
· As your centers become more international, is there a real exchange – i.e. are our professors not just 

teaching, but also learning from the presence of those who come from the many different cultures?

I welcome all the new comers of Vidyajyoti to be partners in the great “social project” of 
Jesus to establish the Kingdom of God of faith, justice and reconciliation. 
Thank You.

P. R. John SJ
Principal
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The academic year of Vidyajyoti College of Theology 2018-2019 was inaugurated on 9 July 

2018 with the Eucharist by His grace Most Rev. Theodore Mascarenhas, the Auxiliary Bishop of 

the Archdiocese of Ranchi and Secretary General of CBCI . During the homily, he emphasised 

the need to focus on the person of Jesus, the Alpha and the Omega. He deliberated on the 

growing crisis of credibility among the religious. Therefore, he beckoned the religious to be 

witnesses to Christ and manifest holiness in one's own life. In the second part of the inauguration programme, Fr. 

Mike Thanaraj SJ, the Rector of Vidyajyoti College,  drew the attention of the theologians to the various 

movements in the history which have changed the face of the world. The few example of the history are the 

Bavarian Illuminati Society, Free Masonry conspiracy theory to 

bring the new world order, the Nazi spread of the fourth race in 

America. These above movements have impacted the world 

order. In the same manner, the present central government is 

surging forth with the ulterior motive of rewriting India's 

history. In these challenging times the Christian vision of the 

Kingdom of God must be proclaimed. Moreover, he reiterated 

that our study of Theology be authentic search which brings 

peace and harmony. In addition to Fr. Rector's talk, Fr. Tony Raj 

SJ, the Registrar of the college, gave information on Our Way of 

Proceeding and the practical guidelines. 

- Melwyn Fernandes SJ (B.Th. III)

Inauguration - Academic Year 2018-19

Another India Possible

“To be human in a diverse society is to be pluralist and so enriched by the diversity of others” are 

the words of Fr. Rudolf C. Heredia SJ, a research consultant at the India Social Institute, Delhi. 

India is the biggest democracy in the world where majoritarianism dissents its will on a minority 

calling them hegemonic and pseudo-democratic. Politicised religion and religious 

fundamentalism are too divisive for pluralistic India. Fundamentalism is a real threat to the 

security of the democratic secularism. We are facing with many challenges like the issues of justice and human 

rights, resource distribution and poverty, the vulnerable and minor protection. These issues are contested in the 

public domain. The present situation is highly alarming wherein as the students of theology we are asked to discern 

and decide the function of religion in politics and society. On July 21, 2018 Vidyajyoti had the inaugural workshop 

on the theme: 'Another India is Possible: Contradictions and Dilemmas in India Today.' 

He presented the paper on the responses to our political 

and religious situation. As an integrated perspective he 

proposed dialogue as the tool for reconciliation where 

differences can be made into symbiosis. Indians 

seemed to have intuitively grasped the relationship 

between religion and politics as critical to celebrating 

our rich religious pluralism and cultural diversity. He 

took a stand point of Jesuits are called to be men of solid 

virtue and solid learning from which he approached the 

contradictions and dilemma in India. He presented six sutras to address the increasingly critical need to discern and 

decide the domain and function of religion and politics in society. He began with the contradictions between the 

freedom struggle and RSS in the Indian History. This contradictions need to be addressed by foregrounding the 

vision and the mission of Independent India. The incompatibility of Hinduism as a faith tradition and Hindutva as a 

political ideology makes the tyranny of the majority violate the rights of the minorities. India as culturally diverse 



and economically divided, growth without equity is disaster. Fr. Heredia alarmed the need for another model of 

politics where more cooperative not competitive, focussed on the common good not on individual benefits should 

be the motives. Today nationalism and electoral democracy targets all dissenters of whatever hue as 'anti-

nationals'. To fight against the tyranny of the majority both individual and minority should work for the common 

good that must include all, especially the last and the least. At the end he gave a threefold dialogue – with the poor, 

with cultures, with religions as the prophetic agenda for another India. This should bring a radical change of heart, 

a social metanoia from self-righteous monologue to a truly open and equal dialogue. After the presentation we had 

group discussions basing ourselves with the present fundamentalism and authoritarian politics.

- Stalin Joseph SJ (B.Th. III)

Creative Fieldwork

A one-day workshop on 'Creative Fieldwork for Co-creating the Future' was organized by 

Vidyajyoti College on 27 July 2018. Mr. Arun Fernandez, the founder of NGOs 'Blink' and 

'Trika' was the resource person. Integrating his able business skills with the genuine 

commitment to serve the ailing world, Mr. Arun inspired the whole Vidyajyoti student 

community. 

Mr. Arun began the session with a seemingly confusing yet intriguing activity which made everyone scratch their 

grey cells hard to solve the puzzle. Then he went on to show the hidden pattern in the puzzle. Having seen the silver 

lining everyone was enthusiastic about completing the apparently insurmountable puzzle. He drew insights from 

the audience's experience of working through the puzzle. He drew a parallel with the social activism and 

contextual fieldwork. The student community was happy and open to share their insights and all were able to 

converge on a few ideas. He then succinctly summarized in a few phrases; present in the context-purposeful 

presence-exploring and seeing the possibilities-creating or transforming the reality. 

Mr. Arun also introduced the type of works that his NGOs have been engaged in. The organization called 'Blink-

Be the link' with the cooperation of IDCR 

extends to build a world of differences and calls 

everyone to celebrate the differences rather than to 

just tolerate them. It also engages in the student 

l e a r n i n g  p r o g r a m s helping students to ask 

questions and tries to seek a response from the 

scholars and carries them t o  s t u d e n t s  t h r o u g h 

student volunteers. It p l a y s  t h e  r o l e  o f 

knowledge-mediation b e t w e e n  i n q u i s i t i v e 

students and scholars with expertise. There is 

also another NGO called 'Tr ika '  which ass is ts 

students with dyslexia in their learning and has yielded progressive positive results. 

Before the students were sent in their ministry groups, Mr. Arun gave detailed guidelines on how to find one's 

passion and search people with similar passion and collaborate together and form a network of people with single 

and genuine intent to work towards creating a better future. Fr. Michael Amaladoss SJ was requested to give a brief 

note on the significant role that fieldwork plays in the integral formation of theology students. He emphasized the 

role of staff members to help students integrate what they experience at the fieldwork. He stressed that students 

must allow themselves to be affected by their experiences and learn to integrate them with their theological studies 

so that they may become transformed human persons at the service of God and his people. 

On the whole the eventful day offered an enriching and enabling experience to the students and has given the 

students to make a clear direction towards engaging themselves at the fieldwork. Thanks to Fr. Principal for having 

conceived and executed the idea of bringing Mr. Arun to conduct the workshop.

- Doni Raja  (B.Th. I) SJ
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Chhotikalisiya-Karam

Karam is one of the most celebrated festivals for the Adivasis of Chhotanagpur. Presently, 

Karam celebration has reached far and beyond the geographical set up of Chhotanagpur. The 

main reason for the widespread Karam celebration mainly in the Indian cities is migration of 

people of Chhotanagpur to cities. To keep in touch with the tribal-world-view and one of the 

aspects of cultural manifestation, the members of Chhoti-Kalisiya, under the able guidance of 

Fr. Millianus Beck, SJ, the in charge of Chhoti-Kalisiya and with the support of Fr. Rector and members of 

Vidyajyoti community, had organised the Karam on September 16, 2018 at Vidyajyoti Residence, Delhi. The 

festivity was commenced with meaningful and solemn Eucharistic celebration presided over by Fr. Manoj Tirkey, 

SJ. Immediately after the celebration of the Holy Mass, there was Karam ritual. Sch. Cyril Beck, SJ was the Pahan 

who performed all the ritual pertaining to Karam. Melodious singing, harmonious and synchronized dance with 

mandar and nagada thrilled the spirit of all the 

participants. Some Scholastics could not stop 

themselves from joining the dancing-congregation. 

Almost four hours of continuous dance freshened 

the hearts and minds of all. It filled each of the active 

and passive participants with joy. Children, young 

and old, everybody exhibited and shared the joyful 

moment of the hopeful eschatological experience. 

Indeed this Karam celebration was a memorable 

one.

- Sanjeev Tirkey SJ (B.Th. III)

A Trek to Parliament

Like any other ordinary citizen, we the First year students of Vidyajyoti were also not so much 

aware of the fact that as a citizen of India we can visit the Parliament and see the proceedings of 
ththe house from the public gallery. Therefore, when our visit to Parliament was scheduled on 26  

thand 30  of July respectively under the guidance of Fr. P.R. John SJ our heart leapt with joy and 

exhilaration. Mr. Anthony, one of the officials in the Parliament had made an arrangement for a 

visitor's pass for us to enter the Lok Sabha. There were many galleries on the first floor of the 

house, however as an ordinary citizen, we got to sit in the public gallery. To reach the public gallery we had to go 

through high security check ups for six times at six different places. Though we have seen these proceedings on TV, 

being there was a spectacular experience. A fascinating part for us was the formal protocol followed by the 

members during the Monsoon Session. We saw many of our leaders presenting their views. Truly, our visit to Lok 

Sabha was in no way less fascinating than any other tourist destination in the city. 

- Jeevan Issac SJ (B.Th. I)

The Sultan and the Saint

A movie 'The Sultan and the Saint' was 

screened by Islamic Studies Association at 

St. Xavier's School on 17 August, 2018.  

Around 20 people were present there. After 

having watched the movie, we had a short 

group discussion on the same. The main outcome of the 

discussion was that we need to promote and work out towards 

harmonious relationship among Muslims, Hindus, Christian and other religious and social communities. As the 

Sultan and Francis were the instruments of peace and reconciliation, we need to carry out their mission as channels 

of healing and peace in the world at large and India in particular.

- Rajeev Ranjan SJ (B.Th. I)
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Protest - Mob Lynching & Killing

A protest against the mob lynching in our 

country was held at Sabka Ghar, Jamia Milia 

Islamia. It was organized by Khuda-i-

Khidmatgar along with some others groups. 

The place “Sab Ka Ghar” is a very 

innovative place that encourages people from different 

religions and races to live together. It helps in the process of 

building peace and harmony. The country is facing a very 

hostile situation where secularism is concerned. The recent 

attacks on the minorities and the silence of the government are 

a cause for concern. Four men including Mr. Sandeep Pandey, Mr. Kripal who represented the Christian 

community and two others went on a three day hunger fast to protest against the government. We were able to have 

good interaction with them. They were very pleased to have a catholic representation. Sch. Thomson was asked to 

express his solidarity to the cause and it was appreciated by all. It was a wonderful experience in interfaith dialogue 

and communal harmony.             - Wesley D’Costa SJ (B.Th. I)

th 
9 August 2018 was the day of International Indigenous Diwas. On the occasion of this day, the 

Adivasis working in Delhi came together at the Parliament Street at Janter Manter to protest 

against 'Jal, Jungle, Jameen. We were part of the group, stood together with our own people for 

the protest. The protest was for three hours. There were many resource persons such as Mr. 

Daniel Murmu, Miss Fulkuriya and so on. They spoke on how Adivasis are exploited and their rights are violated. 

The organizer of the day was Mr. Nabor Ekka and his team. The protest was to report the Central Government that 

the land where we live and get food, the water which we drink to survive ourselves and the forest from where we 

collect basic needs, are none other than our forefather's property which belong to us. Why does the Government 

put so many rules and regulations and prohibits us from using our own properties? The resource persons brought 

out many other issues beside 'Jal, Jungle, Jameen', such as 'mob lynching, dividing Adivasis in the name of religion 

that is 'divide and rule', education system of the Adivasi and so on. Today the land and all the resources of the 

indigenous people are in danger in the name of development. They are the first citizens of India but, today they are 

struggling for their existence. Their rights are only up to the Constitution. The Indian government has never taken 

courage to exercise the laws. Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh governments are openly snatching and looting the lands 

of Adivasi. Whoever stands for ones rights, one is accused of terrorism and put into prison.  Adivasis are not asking 

anything more than their rights, their own properties or their ancestor's properties. The central government is 

making such a situation that the Adivasis have to fight for their rights and survival. How can we forget our 

forefathers, who fought against the British government to free India? This is what we can do, to protect our 'Jal, 

Jungle, Jameen', and our rights for our existence.            - Anand Ekka IMS (B.Th. III)

International Indigenous Day

thOn 29  August 2018, five activists were taken into custody and later put under house arrest over 

links with Maoist groups. These activists were charged under an anti-terror law since their 

names came up during an investigation conducted by the Pune Police, with regards to the 

Bhima-Koregaon violence which happened in December 2017. Varavara Rao – ideologist in 

Maoism, activists Arun Ferreira, Gautam Navlakha, Vernon Gonsalves and lawyer Sudha 

Bharadwaj were the five who were arrested and were nicknamed by fundamentalists as “Urban Naxals”. To many, 

Protest Against the Arrests



International Adivasi DayKhushi - A Day with Slum Children

this move was seen as an attempt to silence the voices of the 

dissenters, and probably a crisis of emergency. To show 

solidarity to these activists, Jan Ekta Jan Adhikar Andolan 

(JEJAA) organized a Protest against the arrests of Civil Rights 
th

Activists on 30  August 2018, at the Parliament Street, New 

Delhi. The students of Vidyajyoti along with Fr. P. R. John SJ, 

the Principal and Fr. Milianus SJ, fieldwork director joined 

this protest in solidarity with these activists. Personalities like 

Brinda Karat (CPI-M) and Rajendra Pal Gautham (AAP) 

were present to express their solidarity. Students from the 

universities in Delhi, journalists, and many other people from different spheres attended the protest. Members of 

JEJAA spoke strongly against the fascist politics of the present NDA government and more importantly of the 

release of the activists. Brinda Karat spoke to the media channels expressing her disgust of the fascist politics of 

arresting activists who are actually fighting for justice and civil liberties. What brought in the mood of the protest 

was the timely use of slogans by the JEJAA members and also students which caused a 'tremor' against forces of 

fascist policies and injustice.

- Malcolm Barreto SJ (B.Th. III)

The most awaited day of the children from the slum in Majnu Ka Tila finally arrived on 22 

September 2018, the day marked as 'KHUSHI DAY' for the Children. The team which under 

takes field work in the Majnu Ka Tila slum organized an outing for the children to break 

monotony of the life of the children in the slum and offered a chance to tap the stored energy of 

the children through entertainment and education at the neighbouring premise of Missionary of 

Charity Sisters. With enthusiasm nearly 57 children registered for the 'Khushi' programme. During the day the 

excited children laughed to the fullest through fun-filled visuals that boosted their energy and elevated their 

excitement. Under the guidance of Fr. Raj Kumar SJ, the 

students from Vidyajyoti College of Theology served 

maximum to double the joy of the children by organizing fun 

games, displaying funny videos and various other activities. 

Sch. Nicholas SJ, through spontaneous interaction with the 

children encouraged them to keep themselves clean physically 

in order to lead a healthy life and motivated them to go to 

schools. The children enthralled the audience with their dance 

performance. The program concluded with all the children 

receiving prizes as a token of encouragement by Sr. Jesi , the 

superior, Missionary of Charity Sisters home.  The day 

'Khushi' brought smiles on their faces through lavish 

enjoyment and fun-filled entertainment.             - Antony Anand SJ (B.Th. III)

As the branches of a tree find their own paths to receive the sunlight every living being 

especially humans find the ways and means to merge with the Supreme Being. This process is 

knows as Salvation in Christianity and as Moksha in Hinduism. As the students of contextual 

theology of Vidyajyoti College desired to know the richness of holiness and to get inspired by 

the spiritual and ritual practices of our Hindu brethren, we spent two days listening to the Gurus 

in various Ashrams. Swami Swarupananad in the Shivanand Ashram highlighted the Christian understanding of 

Christ's saying 'the Father and I are one' by comparing with the combination of mind (Conscious + thought). He 

also spoke to us on how each one of us could become the well-wisher of all beings. The Guru in Madhuban Ashram 

explained the possible way to be union with the Supreme Being in the kaliyuga. According to him, meditation, 

International Adivasi Day Spiritual Journey to Rishikesh
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pooja and chanting the name of God may not be possible 

way in the Kaliyuga to be united with God but Krithanam 

and Ishvarnam enables the believers to merge with the 

Supreme Reality. Our sharing in the evening and the 

Indian rite Mass with the help of Tureeya Mataji was an 

enriching experience and enlightened us with the real 

core of the Indian spirituality. We also learned the 

importance of preparing oneself for the meditation and 

the suitable posture according each one's body rhythm in 

the Swami Ram Sadaka Gram Ashram. To sum up our 

spiritual excursion to Rishikesh is neither to find whose 

religion is superior nor to find fault in the ritual practices 

of our Hindu brethren but to understand and grow more in 

our spirituality by the ways dialoguing and promoting the importance of human virtue of Love that brings forth 

peace and joy on the earth. 

- S. Leo Arockia Raj SJ (B.Th. II) 

International Adivasi DaySession on Psalmic Odes

stOn the 21  September 2018 the Vidyajyoti staff and students had an interactive session with Dr. 

Bernard Kilroy at Vidyajyoti College. Dr. Bernard is the editor of the book “PSALMIC ODES 

FROM APOSTOLIC TIMES” and “INDIAN MONKS MEDITATION” which was translated 

by Abbot Francis Acharya Ocso. It was an enriching experience to know about these exquisite 

Psalmic Odes which were lost until recent times and have been unknown to all except the 

scholars. He spoke on experiencing a new source of prayer, deepening familiarity with scriptural parallels from 

Genesis to Revelation, appreciating the overlap between the early Christian and Jewish faith and embracing fresh 

insights of faith to pass on in formation and renewal. Dr. Bernard was very passionate to express his rich 

experiences and deeper insights by going through these Odes. We also had guest students from other institutions 

who attended this session and got benefitted by it. 

- Prabhakar Oddipalli SJ (B.Th. I)

International Adivasi DayMinistry - Sex Workers

This year Vidyajoti College ventured into a new and a unique field work ministry at G.B. Road. 

We, three brothers go to Kat-Katha (NGO) who is helping women and children living at brothels 

to come out of their miseries and live dignified lives. We are mostly involved in Child education 

project that focuses on integrated learning-soft skills, activity based learning etc. We also come 

in contact with the families as responsibility to pick up the child for the classes rest on us. 

This was my first experience at the red-light area. I had no idea of what it would be like going to pick up children 

from their home and bring them to Kat-Katha school. As I entered those buildings, for the first time, I was 

spellbound to see those narrow and dark stairs leading to tiny rooms (like dungeons) which these children call their 

home. I had no repugnance for it but I started reasoning out why I should give my time here for ministry when the 

women here have willingly accepted prostitution as their business. Then I restricted my reasoning and started 

asking my heart: Do I see suffering Jesus in these cabins? Are they not human being? How can I judge someone 

when my Lord deters anyone from judging others. Jesus went out to the tax collectors and prostitutes and 

understood their problems before preaching them the message. This short reflection helped me to discern and take 

up the challenge that which serves greater good and brings glory to God. I have been going to this place since then 

and trying my best to build a good rapport with children. The children are innocent, interested in studies, well 

mannered and very friendly. Here again I go back to the scriptures and quote “unless you change and become like 

little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven” Mt. 18:3. So much of learning has happened since the 

Fieldwork Reflection
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time I have interacted with these little ones at Kat-Katha. Now I feel more at ease when I walk those narrow stairs 

and visit the homes of these children. When I get an opportunity I talk to the women there. They feel good when 

someone treats them with dignity and respect. We also treat the children with love, care, respect and dignity. This 

way I convey the message of love for the neighbour as mentioned in Mt.22:39. 

I am very sure that this ministry will enrich my experience as I do my theological studies based on context.  As days 

pass on with these interactions at G.B. road and in Kat-Katha school this contextual theology will have more 

meaning for me now and in the future.             - Welington Patil SJ (B.Th. I)

The JRS ministry is a welcome initiative taken in this academic year 2018 – 2019; however, it is 

not new to Vidyajyoti College of Theology. In the past, scholastics had involved in the refugee 

ministry. It is fortunate that, this ministry is revived by the efforts of a few.

We the three students (Schs. Nicholas, Magbay and Franklin) of Vidyajyoti College, visit the 

Chin refugees on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The primary engagement now is teaching English to the 

youth. There are about twelve to fifteen women and men who come for the English classes. The students do not 

even have basic knowledge in English, so we take classes with the help of the JRS staff. They translate for us. It is 

quite challenging with the limitation of language; however, it is encouraging to see the interest with which the 

students engage themselves. 

We are also exploring the possibilities to visit families. Family 

visits can be done only with the accompaniment of a sister or a 

woman JRS staff as mostly women are present at home and not 

men. Currently we are unable to engage in this as we do not 

have any sister to accompany us. We are hopeful that 

eventually we would overcome this difficulty and engage 

ourselves in family visits. Our hoped desire of visiting families 

would personally help us to encounter the struggling life 

journey of theirs. 

There is a great joy felt by engaging ourselves with the Chin friends. We feel that we are reaching out in our small 
ways to the people who are most in need. This prepares us to respond to the signs and needs of the time. The 
positive response of the refugee friends is very encouraging and supporting for us. We learn from them how to be 
hopeful amidst hopelessness and how to be joyful amidst uncertain situations. As Christians, they really live their 
life of uncertainty with the eschatological hope of Christ. We feel privileged to witness and work with them who 
teach us to smile and teach us to speak with tremendous joy and happiness. This such experience of ours gives us a 
kind of satisfaction of encountering into the lives of these people of hope and trust in a smaller way. This 
experience boosts us to go beyond the obstacle of language and to engage ourselves more efficiently in teaching 
ministry.

- Franklin Peter SJ (B.Th. II)

International Adivasi Day Ministry - JRS

Theological Reflection

Experience is the Best Teacher 

Theology is not something abstract but rather it is down to earth. With a lot of excitement and 

new vigour, I began my theological journey as a search for truth and holiness. The search began 

in me, to find truth in my daily life experience in the light of my studies and ministries marching 

towards the holiness. This search is an ongoing process. Theology has emerged from the social 
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experiences of the people from where the seed of faith constantly sprouts in the midst of social situations. The 

revelation of the Divine has been taking in every sphere of human life day in and day out. This revelation can only 

be encountered through experience. The experiences of the Exodus event of the Old Testament and the Christ 

Event of the New Testament paved way to the experience of the Divine. The theological study enables one to 

witness and encounter the Divine in the light of existing religions and socio-political scenario. The nature is 

endlessly unfolding the nature of Divine which can be realized in the light of studies in and through human 

experience. The Divine has been intervening in the history of human beings time and again. This realisation 

enables one to do theology in existing situation in a meaningful way. Every experience enhances ones' life and 

similarly the study of theology as an experience continues to unfold the very nature of life itself. 

- Charles Thomayar ADL (B.Th. I)

The question about the origin, nature and essence of religion remains one of the fundamental 
theological issues, especially in the context of our time. The theology of religion asks from a 
Christian perspective what religion is and seeks to interpret the universal religious experience of 
humankind. It further investigates the relationship between revelation and faith, faith and 

religion and faith and salvation. The understanding of the nature of the own religion evidently leads to an 
understanding of the relation with other religions. I can say confidently the courses are helping me to understand 
the nature of my own religion in an extensive way. 

The scripture courses especially the Prophets, the Gospel of John, the Pauline Corpus and Christology helped me 
to understand that aspect of theology. In the Old Testament we see the vital role played by the prophets in the 
liberation act of God. The divine aims and objectives become human ideal when it is preached and lived by the 
prophet. God calls the prophet to remind the people of their own divine call. It helped me to reflect my own 
prophetic role in today's society. Am I courageous to stand up for the truth? Do I take initiative to sound the alarm 
against the stratification of the society and warn against social injustice, which has become a prelude to national 
disaster? The Gospel of John begins by identifying his claims regarding who Jesus is. He presents Jesus as a person 
who courageously walked into passion as a result of his prophetic role that he played against then social injustice. It 
is a call for me to analyse whether the sufferings I go through are afflictions or life giving? Paul presents Jesus as the 
fulfilment of revelation. Ever since the fall of Adam, each book of the Bible unfolds the prophetic promise of God, 
each woven intricately with this crimson thread, of the shedding of blood, as first accomplished by the Lord 
Himself, when He provided to both Adam and Eve, a suitable covering of the skin of a slain, innocent animal, a type 
of Christ. The first blood offering and from that moment on, the unfolding of the eternal struggle existing between 
good and evil has now been revealed according to Paul, the woman whose offspring [the seed promise] was Jesus 
Christ, the Son of Man, who would triumph over evil. Jesus Christ crucified, the cross event fulfils His Father's will 
and promise of redemption. God's ability into or resulting - unto salvation (Acts 2:38 and 39), now available to 
every person, both Jew and Gentile, for everyone who by faith, trusting in the finished work of Jesus Christ. 
Christology took me to a different realm of understanding. I was introduced to the Christological understanding of 
the early Christian communities. Personal experience plays a vital role to know who Christ is. The experience vary 
from person to person so we cannot judge but accept the view of the other. The study of Sikhism helped me to 
understand the spirituality of Sikhs. Deeper we go into our own religion the better we understand the other. The 
similarities in the religions seeded in me respect and love for the other culture, revelation and faith. 

- Mini Thomas CHF (B.Th. II)

Understanding My Religion

I had wonderful and enriching experiences from the various courses that I attended in this term. 

Following are some of the aspects from various courses that I found valuable and important for 

me as well as learning for life time. 

Virtue Ethics is foundation for our life on which other things can be built upon. It is the centre of each and every 

person and it decides each one's character that we possess as we grow. Each person may have more virtues but 

Human Life & Kingdom of God
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there are four important virtues on which our life is situated. They are prudence, justice, fortitude and temperance. 

Prudence is the virtue of choosing well or doing practical decision- making well. Justice is the virtue that inclines 

us to good interactions and relationships with others. Fortitude is the cardinal virtue that enables us to face 

difficulty well. Temperance is the virtue of well-ordered desires for pleasures. In Jesus' life we can very well see 

that He had all these virtues in order to build to kingdom of God and that is why he was able to build it in spite of all 

the difficulties. Following these virtues in our life we are called to build the kingdom of God on earth.

Wisdom is very important for all the human beings. That is why King Solomon asked God to give him the wisdom 

and he was successful in ruling the country. I was very inspired by the book of Job. A righteous man, going through 

a lot of suffering in his life, was able to face his all odds in life courageously and was able to pray to God 

unceasingly. He never cursed God for whatever suffering he underwent but said “God has given and God has 

taken”. From this book we get a lot of inspiration for the people who fail often in their life and are not able to face it 

in a proper way and as a result they end up committing suicide or do anything that ends their life. Like Job we 

should be able to face suffering in a positive way and pray to God unceasingly because He is the one who is going 

to deliver us from all the difficulties that we face, because He is walking along with us.

Spirituality is the heart beat of every one's life. If at all, we want to be very close to God and be at constant 

communion with him, we need to be spiritually enriched. To be a spiritual person we need not do extraordinary 

things but ordinary things in a perfect manner according to our consciousness. We are called to lead a life of 

Christian perfection.  Let us live fully and get a lot of graces from God.

Bio-Medical Ethics mainly deals with the respect for human life.  we are all created in the image and likeness of 

God and it is our duty to give everyone the dignity and treat each one equally. God is the author of our life. So, at 

any circumstance, we do not have any right to take away others life. So let us try to respect one another and help 

one anther to attain the goal of humanity for the betterment of the world and love one another in order to build the 

kingdom of God on earth.

- Jesu Raja SJ (B.Th. III)

How do you visualize your theological formation as a student at Vidyajyoti?

I personally enjoyed being a student here. I enjoyed the freedom with responsibility. Doing theology in national 

capital is always useful and beneficial. Delhi being the political capital of India, I was exposed to varieties of 

programmes and field works. I had a number of opportunities to attend and witness many talks, seminars, dharnas 

and protests. My political consciousness was very much active and alive due to these exposures.  I am grateful to 

VJ.

How do you see theological formation now as a professor?

First of all I do not consider myself as a professor. Still I am a student. There are so many things to learn. I have still 

miles to go ahead. Nevertheless, it is always a good feeling, when somebody is called a professor. After seven years 

of gap, I have come back to my roots as a professor. I am feeling good and happy. However I feel a sort of vacuum in 

theological formation now. We are lacking something somewhere in our formation here in VJ. As a matter of fact 

we are talking too much about context. What I say is context is always there. Our background is always there as the 

context. Students of theology need to read and do a solid theology without talking too much of context. Everything 

contextualizing is not good. It may not help in the long run. A solid foundation of theology is needed. 

Interview
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What is your comment on the theme of this academic year, 'Theology as search for Truth and Holiness?'

Truth is divine and self-disclosure of God. For the Catholics and students of theology in VJ, truth is revealed in the 

person of Jesus, as John1:14 say, “…Father's only son, full of grace and truth”.  Theme 'Theology as search for 

Truth and Holiness' is very apt for doing theology because doing theology is eventually search for truth. One of the 

purposes of doing theology is to discover truth amidst atrocities and sufferings of the world. Therefore amidst all 

these sufferings, how we can make the person of Jesus as truth visible by doing theology. We need to find meaning 

in adversities of life and the world. By doing these, we need to aspire to lead our life that of holiness.  Hence, the 

theme invites us to meditate and contemplate on and grapple with truth and live our life accordingly that of 

holiness.  We need to witness Jesus by holding personal truth in our life and leading a life of holiness.

Interviewer 

- Rajeev Ranjan SJ (B.Th. I)

What is your experience in teaching Theology?

I am teaching theology for many years. Theology is basically the science of God. The very meaning of theology is 

science of God. It is different from the science that you have studied in schools or colleges. Now those sciences 

which you have studied in the schools and colleges are of materials aspect. While I am teaching theology in the 

theological subject, scripture in particular, what you are going to get is not something materials but of spiritual ie 

“theology of God”. As I am teaching theology it is leading me to experience the “Theo”, that is God. In fact, 

theology is helping me for God experience, because theology basically is a science of God. It is not merely 

teaching the theory as if science of God, but rather it is leading me from the study to the experiential knowledge 

aspect of God. In other words, it leads me for God experience. Therefore, the experience of teaching theology gives 

me not some satisfaction that I taught but it gives me some satisfaction that I got, particularly through the word of 

God, because my basic teaching is scripture and therefore theology of the scripture is that every word of God which 

leads me to God experience.

What do you expect from the students of Theology?

Students who are studying in theology are also invited for God experience. But many times the students when they 

study theology are only bothered about studying only for examinations, or studying to finish the course. Studying 

to pass the examination, finishing the course and therefore I complete my theological studies are the very minimum 

or one sidedness of theology programme. Rather theology should lead you to God experience. Therefore what the 

students of theology are invited to do is when they study the word of God or other theological subjects how does it 

help my personal life and its growth, how it helps me to grow in my personal spiritual life. And therefore as a 

religious or seminarians or as a priests or students of theology it is not for the sake of examinations, it is for the life 

experience through theological studies. So ultimately the theology has to be translated into life not for the mark, 

one may pass in the examination of theology and fail in his spiritual life. So let theology be a help and means for 

God experience and growth in life, which is what I expect from the students of theological studies.

Interviewer 

- Chin James SJ (B.Th. I)
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